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26.06.2012 
For: Whom it may concern 
By: Rina Magen - RM Architecture and design 
Re: Business consulting with Efrat Nenner 
Greetings! 

I realized that in order to establish the business "MAGEN" after seven years since I opened the 
architecture office 
And to bring him to growth I must learn management. My intention was to register for a 
master's degree in management or to seek advice 
And management development, a framework proposed by Efrat Nenner. 
I chose to go through the organizational development process with Efrat Nenner. The business 
consulting I went through 
Efrat has contributed greatly to the development of the business and to my functions as CEO 
and manager. 
Deciphering the questionnaire to diagnose my management characteristics identified my 
difficulty and strengths in management 
In general and conflict management in particular. The instruction was clear, pleasant and 
powerful. I bought tools 
I could apply them immediately and enjoy the results quickly. 
In addition, we examined together the efficiency of the office staff. I understood the overt and 
covert moves in battle 
The employees, among themselves and between them and me. I have received 
recommendations and the power to make far-reaching changes. 
With Efrat's help, I drafted the requirements of the roles, which would suit the business needs 
and direction 
I would like to adopt in the future and thus find a suitable and effective team to the office. In 
particular, I changed management 
The administrative. I appointed the office manager instead of the secretary who was responsible 
for everything 
The administration, inside and outside the office. Including roles that I or other slaves did. 
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Today I have an office manager who has a large "head" and is very eager to include all the 
tasks 
And beyond. It fits my personality and completes me. Due to its effectiveness, 
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I managed to save on the fact and thus a significant improvement was achieved in organizing 
the work in the office, saving 
In operating expenses as CEO in particular. 
The advice I received was rich in knowledge and experience and also took into account my 
character and was exactly matched 
To my needs. It was a turning point for me and put my business on a new, much more efficient 
path 
And innovative in a three-and-a-half-month process. 
I congratulate you for choosing the business accompaniment with Efrat and strongly 
recommend that every business be consulted 
And similar business accompaniment. 
Sincerely, 
Rina Magen - RM Architecture & Design 


